
Abstract 
Our project investigates the relationship between alluvial stratigraphy and fluvial processes in the 
upper Susquehanna River basin in New York. The area is ideal to study floodplain stratigraphy and 
development. Valleys were backfilled and re-graded during deglaciation, leaving behind low 
gradient valleys. Modern rivers gently etch glacial era deposits and landforms. Holocene base level 
change and tectonic activity are negligible, so the trunk streams are not driven to incise. Two reach 
types are common: sinuous low gradient rectangular channels with high mud banks; and bar-riffle-
pool reaches with steeper gradients and lower banks composed of interfingering gravel deposits 
and fine grained sediment. Channel bifurcations are common in the latter. Without much drive to 
incise, trunk streams tend to wander laterally, leaving behind a record written in mud, gravel, and 
biogenic (tree) material. Gravel transport through the river system appears limited to local riffle-
pool reaches, as gravel deltas at tributary junctions are radially symmetric with crisp angle of 
repose margins. Mud deposits commonly drape gravel bars, form point bars, or settle as lenses in 
the lee of large woody debris. 
  
Floodplains store a longer term record of channel activity. Locally, cutbanks expose extensive 
massive buff-colored fine grained deposits beside wide channels with low gradients and 1- 3 m 
high banks. In bar-riffle-pool reaches, banks reveal gravel bodies with undulating contacts that rise 
1-2 m above the bed. The gravel units are often draped with gently dipping mud layers and woody 
debris lenses, and capped by a massive fine grained layer, presumably overbank fines, akin to 
modern mud drapes on gravel bars. Ground penetrating radar reveals extensive buried bars and 
channels. Basal floodplain ages are strongly diachronous, ranging from late 20th Century (contains 
a golf ball) to ~13300 Cal. years BP (14C date from woody debris). Thus, floodplains preserve a 
shattered discontinuous record, in part due to channel migration, floodplain scours from intense 
flood flows, reworking of bank material, and abrupt shifts of channels from meander cutoffs. 
  
In Otsego County we observe alluvial deposits very similar to legacy mill pond stratigraphy in the 
mid-Atlantic region of the US. That model attributes dipping mud layers to mill ponds, and basal 
gravel-gley layers as a hydric soil representative of a pre-colonial floodplain. While these features 
are common locally, we are hesitant to apply these interpretations to our area. We think the 
alluvial stratigraphy of diverse age exposed in central New York cutbanks faithfully reflects current 
channel processes—a result which suggests that the past looks akin to the present. To attribute the 
above features to mill pond sedimentation will require careful detailed dating. River restoration 
projects need to look carefully before attributing channel bank instability to colonial mill pond 
sediments. 
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Figure 3. Delta at tributary 
junction, unmodified by trunk 
stream 

Figure 1. Location of streams observed in this project. 

Thus far we have floated about 60 km of the local trunk 

streams.  

Figure 4. Fresh gravel bar 
buries woody debris. 
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14C Dates in Alluvial Stratigraphy in Otsego County, this study 
Sample ID 

Dating 
Method 

MATERIAL 
PRETREATMENT 

MEASURED AGE 13C/12C 
CONVENTIONAL 

AGE 
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION Setting 

9-25-2010-c AMS-14C (wood): acid/alkali/acid  11380 +/- 50 BP -25.2 o/oo  11380 +/- 50 BP Cal BC 11360 to 11230 (Cal BP 13310 
to 13180) 

Wood from laminated clay beds near 
modern river level 

9-25-2010-b AMS-14C (wood): acid/alkali/acid  11480 +/- 50 BP -27.3 o/oo  11440 +/- 50 BP Cal BC 11420 to 11270 (Cal BP 13370 
to 13220) 

Wood from laminated clay beds near 
modern river level 

 

9-19-2010-b AMS-14C (plant material): 
acid/alkali/acid  3050 +/- 30 BP -28.1 o/oo  3000 +/- 30 BP 

Cal BC 1370 to 1340 (Cal BP 3320 to 
3290)           

Cal BC 1320 to 1130 (Cal BP 3270 to 
3080) 

Leaf material from base of floodplain 
deposits 

5-12-2011-NB AMS-14C (charred material): 
acid/alkali/acid  2960 +/- 30 BP -25.6 o/oo  2950 +/- 30 BP Cal BC 1270 to 1050 (Cal BP 3220 to 

3000) 
Charcoal at transition from mottled soil 
zone, about 15 cm above 9-19-2010-b 

The Quandary 
Trunk streams in central New York pose a puzzle. 

1. They inherited low gradient valley floors from glaciation and 
deglacial environments, and have little drive to incise. 

2. They are not adjusted to sediment loads from tributaries, as 
evidenced by dozens of gravel deltas at tributary junctions. 

3. Modern channel processes involve a significant amount of 
sediment transport, though gravel transport appears to be 
localized 

4. Alluvial stratigraphy mirrors modern fluvial processes. 
5. Is the current level of sediment movement unusual? 

Hypotheses to explain the observations… 
• Current channel activity is a result of modern high flow events. 

There have been several way over the top of bank flows in the last 15 years in this area, with new channel cutoffs, scour of 

floodplains, delivery of course material onto the floodplain, channel migration and subsequent bank collapse.  

The record left by these events appears similar to alluvial stratigraphy. The past may have been like the present. 

 

• Current channel activity is a result of disequilibria from historic millpond sediment. 

There is no question numerous dams once ponded local streams, but a uniform thick layer on the floodplain is not present. At 

Pine Lake, the thickness of post-settlement sediment is < 25 cm. Local stream reaches vary from gravel bar-riffle-pool 

sections with low banks to pool-run sections with high mud banks. 

Mill ponds may have accreted sediment on channels sides and floors, but did not cause significant aggradation on local 

floodplains. 

 

• Current channel  activity is a result of  deforestation and land use. 

The loss of forest across the valley floors must have had some effect on channel migration and storm runoff dissipation. The 

bars and channels buried in pre-Historic deposits suggest bars were active in the past, and perhaps the forest was less 

confining than one might imagine. 

 

• Current channel activity is no different than the past.  

The presence of buried bars and channels in banks and floodplains suggest modern forms look somewhat akin to the past.  

The degree of activity might vary, but apparently the difference is in degree, and not kind. 

Observations of local rivers 

• Gravel deltas at tributary junctions are common, and 

little modified by the trunk stream 

• Two common reaches: pool-run with high mud 

banks, and riffle-pool with gravel bars and low banks 

• Dated portions of stratigraphy span the Holocene 
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Figure 2, AB. 
High mud banks, 
hydric gley soil at 
the base, which 
dates to ~3000 yrs 
BP (two dates, 
stratigraphically 
consistent) 

Figure 6, A,B. Gravel bar, buried by fine grained 
sediment, with widely varying oxidation 
conditions. Bars in banks frequently exhibit 
undulatory contacts, with buried wood/organics. 

Figure 3. Fresh gravel bar 
indicative of local transport 
of gravel in this reach.  

Figure 7 A,B.  Sawn post 
imbedded at base of floodplain 
in gently dipping mud units 
interlayered with woody debris 

Note woody debris trapped in 
backwater. Fines accumulate there too. 
See Fig. 1 for delta locations. 

Figure 5 AB. Floodplain at Pine 
Lake Campus, Hartwick College. 
Ground penetrating radar reveals 
buried bars and channels. 
 
 
 
Note the bar in the modern channel 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3-4 
Fig. 5 

Fig. 6B 

Fig. 7A 

Fig. 7B 
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Fig. 7-10 

Dated Material in Alluvial Stratigraphy in Otsego County 
• Four locations with multiple 14C dates range from 13,300 yr BP to Historic.  

• Archaeological artifacts in alluvial stratigraphy range from ~9700 BP to ~300 BP. 

• Historic material is pervasive, and includes items such as tractor tires, automobiles, golf balls, bricks, bridges, hay bale wraps, and the like, exposed on the surface 

and imbedded in banks. 

• See yellow dots on Fig. 1, for locations of dated materials. 

 
These dates span the thickness of the local stratigraphy, implying heterogeneous ages from top down and side to side 
across valley floors. 
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Figure 9. Dipping mud layers, interpreted as vertical accretion on a mud bar. 

~3 m 

Figure 10. Thinly laminated mud layers interlayered with leaf material 

(hard to see here, but not uncommon). These types of deposits are common 

in backwater areas in the channel, or on the lee sides of gravel bars and 

large woody debris. Dates on leaf material extend back several thousand 

years, implying very low decay rates for material at or below the water 

table. 
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Figure 8 A,B. Golf ball 

imbedded in the bank 

suggests ~1.5 m of modern 

accumulation at this location. 

Fig. 8A 

Fig. 8B 

Figure 11. Active gravel 
bar and low banks 
common in bar-riffle-
pool reaches. Note the 
red brick. 

Fig. 11 


